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King Records Sign

Folk Artist

Team

CINCINNATI, 0.— Syd Nathan,

presi-

Records, this city, announced the signing of Curly Fox and
Texas Ruby, widely known folk music
team.
The couple who formerly recorded for
Columbia have already cut a number of
sides in King’s Cincinnati studios. The
discs are scheduled for early release.
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Both artists were signed to a longterm recording contract, Mr. Nathan disclosed.

The signing of the popular folk team,
marks another step King Records have
taken to firmly establish themselves in
the folk and western music field. King,
long known as one of the major and
more successful recording companies in
this field, have continued to hold a prominent position in the industry.

King recently entered the race record
addition and have shown with its
current hit recording “I Love You Yes
Do by Bull Moose Jackson. The tune
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Apollo Records Prep

Heavy Barnet Waxing
NEW

—

YORK Apollo Records, Inc., succeeded this week in scheduling an additional Charlie Barnet recording session
New York

City, and will cut
sides this Christmas eve,
plattery disclosed this past week.
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Previous to the bands current appearance at the New York Strand Theatre,
Barnet waxed a double session of platters for Apollo, following dates set several months ago in Los Angeles, under
the direction of Jerry Jerome.

Barnet numbers already released on
the Apollo label include “Bunnv”, “Caravan”, and the latest click “East Side,
West Side”. The latter tune is a current
hit for the Apollo label, with music operators throughout the nation reporting
peak play.
Also slated in the diskery’s heavy recording schedule are The Four Blues, Cy
Walter and several albums.
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